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introduction
AT SISCO Architecture Ltd, we believe in simple, uncomplicated
architecture. Simplicity offers benefits on many levels, not only
in the construction process, but also in the clarity with which the
building can be understood. Whilst architecture has a fundamental
responsibility to accommodate, it also has a duty to explain and not
confuse.
Consequently, our aim is to make our buildings elegantly
straightforward in their organisation. We work with builders, property
developers and home owners, and have an extensive background in
rural planning and historic building conservation.

SISCO Architecture Ltd is an RIBA Chartered Architectural Practice.
That means that all of our Architects are members of the Royal Institute
of British Architects and the Architect’s Registration Board. When
you appoint SISCO, you know you will be working with fully qualified
individuals, held to the highest professional standard.
All our staff have extensive knowledge of the planning process and an
intricate understanding of the Building Regulations. Whatever your level
of experience or understanding, we will work with you to ensure your
building project runs smoothly.

our practice

our studio
We work in an immaculately
refurbished Grade II listed building
in heart of the Cambridgeshire
town of St. Ives.
At SISCO Architecture Ltd, we
believe in the value of local
knowledge. Collectively, our
staff have spent the past twenty
years building relationships
with contractors, developers,
consultants and local authorities
throughout the South East.
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“good buildings come
from good people”

tom

our people
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Our staff at SISCO Architecture Ltd have a wealth of
experience, creating a variety of innovative design solutions
across a range of sectors.
Our team have a wide range of skills, knowledge and
professional experiences gathered over many years in
architectural practice.

nick

Every building and every project is unique. At SISCO
Architecture, we follow the RIBA work stages, tailoring
our services to suit the particular circumstances of each
client, each building and each project.
Here's the process you can expect to follow when working
with SISCO.

our process

brief

We always provide a free
consultation for new clients
to establish the requirements
of your project and agree a
detailed brief.

design concept

We will work with you to
develop a practical and
sophisticated design to suit
your budget and brief.

approvals

We deal directly with local
authorities on your behalf,
ensuring all permissions,
approvals and applications
are dealt with promptly and
professionally.

detailed design

We develop your approved
design into a package of
information suitable for use
by your chosen contractor
and remain on hand to offer
guidance and support.

construction

We can arrange a
competitive tender for your
works and guide you through
the construction phase.
Our staff have substantial
experience administering
building contracts.

handover

Our commitment to you
doesn’t end when you’re
handed the front door keys.
We pride ourselves in building
long-standing relationships
through the quality of our
service.
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small works/
residential

Carrying out building work can be very exciting, but it can
also be a daunting prospect if you’ve never done it before.
Whether you’re looking for wholesale remodelling, a stylish
new extension or even a new build property, our team have
the knowledge, experience and design ingenuity to guide you
through the process.
We believe in simple but sophisticated design, executed with
precision.
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“SISCO have been very supportive and pro-active in
securing planning approval and have helped us every step
of the way from the first idea to build a home to planning
everything before a spade hit the ground. No question was
too small. They were on hand to discuss progress face to
face, by phone or email.”
Debbie and Terry Stewart | Private Homeowners
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01// Horizontal and vertical cedar
cladding on contemporary rear
extension; 02// Solid oak staircase
in historic barn conversion;
03// Contemporary ‘glassbox’ extension; 04// New build
residential property in the fens;
05// Alluminium brise soleil; 06//
Horizontal cement fibre cladding

conservation

Here at SISCO Architecture Ltd, our staff have been working
within the unique local context of rural Cambridgeshire for
many years and have developed the necessary tools to
tackle complex sites and sensitive historic architecture.
We are privaleged to live in an area of Britain characterised
by rich historic landscapes and we relish any opportunity to
work closely with traditional buildings throughout the East of
England.
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01// Exposed historic timber
framework and contemporary
kitchen; 02// Renovation and
conversion of historic barn to form
dwelling; 03// ‘The Cartlodge’
in rural Cambridgeshire; 04//
Flint pannelling and historic brick
repair; 05// Timber frame repairs
to historic farmhouse
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“SISCO deliver consistent, exciting and quality designs. We
find the professional, collaborative, open and friendly ethos
impressive and certainly offers value to any scheme.”
Paul Hardingham | CD Hood Ltd
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master-planning

For many years, SISCO Architecture Ltd have been helping
local commercial developers and private landowners get the
most from their sites.
We have the knowledge and experience that can make the
difference between success and failure on complex, large
scale master-planning schemes.
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01// Birdseye overview of a rural
tourism park; 02// Computer
modelling of a 50-unit housing
development; 03// High-end
residential development; 04//
Remodelling in a tight urban site;
05// Large scale rural housing
scheme; 06// Eco-tourism centre
feasibility study

“The SISCO team provided inspirational and innovative
design solutions to our house that met all of our aspirations.
They did so effectively and efficiently always communicating
promptly to any questions or queries that were raised.
We have no hesitation in recommending SISCO Architecture
for any small or large development.”
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Richard Howe MBE | Private Client
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large scale
developments

03
Every plot is different and successful development requires
carefully analysing the merits of each site and working with
an experienced team to ensure its full potential is met.
It also requires an in depth understanding of local planning
policies and regional constraints. At SISCO Architecture
Ltd, we have the knowledge and experience to realise the
potential of your building plot.

“As inexperienced developers we are greatly indebted to
SISCO for helping us through our small residential new build
project. We have been impressed with their careful attention
to detail along with their professionalism and comprehensive
technical knowledge all of which have been invaluable to us
during the progress of our development.”
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Gavin and Joan Luya | Private Developers
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01// Enclosed courtyard in tight
urban housing development;
02// Rural housing scheme; 03//
Horizontal cement fibre cladding
and buff brick finishes; 04//
New-build development in rural
Cambridgeshire; 05// Agricultural
style housing scheme; 06//
Multiple unit scheme in St. Ives

healthcare

01
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At SISCO Architecture Ltd we have a thorough and up to date
appreciation of clinical adjacencies and medical planning.
Our experience helps in the understanding and interpretation
of the relevant HTM and HBN publications, with which
compliance is necessary for all healthcare buildings.
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Our objective is to ensure our designs fulfil the expectations of
all users: patients, staff and visitors

“In my dealings with SISCO Architecture I have found the
team to be extremely professional and responsive to clients’
needs. They work hard to deliver their clients’ brief, keeping
them informed on progress and displaying a high degree of
creativity and innovation in their design solutions.”
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Kath Slater | Eclipse Planning Services
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01// First floor circulation in a
glazed atrium area; 02// Newbuild hospital facilities; 03// Two
storey curtain walling forms a
bright open lobby space; 04//
Reception area; 05// Circulation
spaces; 06// New build treatment
centre in Cambridgeshire; 07//
Lobby and reception area to
new build hospital facilities

commercial

Our team at SISCO Architecture has a wealth of experience
working within the commercial sector on projects within
Cambridgeshire and throughout the UK.
Working in the commercial sector means ensuring you have
the ability to deliver prompt, effective service for your client,
on time and on budget.
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01// Double height circulation
space; 02// Hit-and-miss cedar
cladding; 03// Glass balustrading;
04// Timber weatherboarding
on new build office facility; 05//
Stone tiling; 06// Glass lobby area
and first floor circulation space
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“We are impressed by Sisco’s knowledge and customer
service. Their architectural services from the preparation
and submission of plans through the consultation process to
finalisation is very professional”.
Ian Abdee | Amesview Developments
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2011

Residential Development,
Gamlingay

Description: 9 House Residential
Development.
Client: Amesview Development

Papworth Theatre

Description: New hybrid operating
theatre.
Client: Papworth NHS Trust

Millfield House

Description: Eco-Tourism development
challenging how we build in flood
zones.
Client: Private developer

Chelsea House

Description: Two new dwellings to rear of
existing property.
Client: Private developer.

SISCO Offices

Description: Refurbishment of 18 The
Broadway to form our new offices. Works
to the building kept us busy throughout
2012.
Client: SISCO Architecture Ltd.

2013

2014
Contemporary Extension,
Hemingford Grey

Description: Modern rear single storey
extension with a slef contained annex.
Client: Private homeowner

Residential Development,
Wittering

Description: Construction of 6 new
properties on a vacant site.
Client: Private developer

our key projects

Glass Penthouse Apartment

Description: Contemporary glass
rooftop apartment.
Client: Private developer

2016

18-26 West Street, St Ives

Description: Residential development
of 10 units, part refurbishment, part
new-build.
Client: MSMDG Properties Ltd

Bonnetts Bakery

Description: The redevelopment of a
Grade II listed bakery and associated
out-buildings.
Client: Bonnetts Bakery Development

2015
New Build Dwelling, Hemingford
Grey

Description: A new build chalet
bungalow for a retired couple located
in Hemingford Grey, permission granted
through successful planning appeal.
Client: Private homeowner

Carter’s Farm Barns, Shudy
Camps

Description: Conversion of a series of
historic barns within the curtilage of a
GII listed farmhouse to form high-end
residential properties.
Client: Amherst Homes Ltd

New Build Dwelling, Duxford

Residential Development, Over

Description: Master planning seeking to
develop a vacant plot in Over.
Client: Private developer

Carter’s Farmhouse

Description: Refurbishment & extension
to late 16th century farmhouse.
Client: Amherst Homes Ltd

Remodelling, Pymoor

Description: Extensive remodelling &
contemporary rear extension to an
existing bungalow in rural Pymoor.
Client: Private homeowner

Royal Oak Corner, Hemingford
Description: The conversion and
extension of a series of derelict
outbuildings.
Client: The Abbey Group Ltd

Description: Demolition of existing
property and construction of a new
contemporary 4-bedroom home.
Client: Private homeowner

23-27 West Street, St. Ives

Description: Refurbishment of existing
offices to form 4 flats & construction of
a 2-bedroom chalet and 4 new terrace
town houses.
Client: MSMDG Properties Ltd

Stamford Hospital Refurbishment
Description: Refurbishment of
outpatients, Physio, X-Ray & Minor
Injuries Units.
Client: Peterborough & Stamford NHS
Trust.

Broomfield Hospital Plantroom

Description: UPS & Transformer
Plantroom.
Client: Broomfield Hospital NHS Trust.

2018
Residential Development, Colne

2017

Description: Development of 8 highly
contemporary new build properties on
a vacant agricultural site in the rural
settlement of Colne.
Client: Private developer

our clients

At SISCO Architecture Ltd we strive to build strong, long
lasting relationships with both clients and professional
colleagues.
We believe the best design solutions come from working
in a cooperative professional and creative environment,
thats why so many of our clients come back to us for future
projects.

our colleagues

If you are interested in
appointing SISCO for your
project, please do not hesitate to
get in touch.

SISCO architecture ltd
18 the broadway
st Ives
cambridgeshire
PE27 5BN

We’d love to hear from you.

info@siscoarchitecture.com
01480 409 350
www.facebook.com/siscoarchitecture-limited
www.twitter.com/siscoarch
www.siscoarchitecture.co.uk
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